
IRO Dashcam

Product Manual 

for Tesla Model S AP1



Please read this manual completely before beginning your installation.

®Thank you for your purchase of the  IRO  Dashcam.

®Your lRO  Dashcam can record up to 1920x1080 full HD video.  

Using your smart phone app, you can connect your phone to your 
®IRO  Dashcam using the built-in WiFi.  You may use your smart 

phone to view real time video from your camera, as well as play video, 
® save video, and download video.  The IRO Dashcam may be 

completely controlled via the smart phone app.

®Note:  We are always working on updating  the IRO  Dashcam.  

If you find any discrepancy in this manual, please use the information 

found with the DVR app.
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Introduction

Your new IRO Dashcam is only for use in Tesla Model S AP1

(Equipped with Autopilot 1.0 system).



Product Structure

Lens

TF card slot

Button 2 & blue light 

Button 1 & red light 

Button 3
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Heat emission hole



The black line pin The red line pin

Product Structure

The pin on the black line connects to the black wire of the car power connector.

The pin on the red line connects to the red/yellow wire of the car power connector.

When inserting the pins into the power connector, be sure the pins are gently pushed all 

the way into the connector to assure a good connection.
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Power supply wiring

Insert the pin on the

end of the red wire 

from the camera to 

the red/yellow wire of 

the car power connector.

Insert the pin on the 

end of the black wire 

from the camera to 

the black wire of the 

car power connector.

®
The IRO  Dashcam is powered from the car’s rearview mirror.  This avoids having to run

®
power wire throughout the car and into the fuse panel.  This method of powering the IRO

Dashcam is more streamline, and avoids having to see ugly wires.  The TF card is inserted last.
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Power supply wiring

After inserting the pins into

the car power connector, use 

the provided tape strips to hold

the wires in place. This will 

prevent the wires from 

separating.

®
Be sure that the pins on the wires from the IRO  Dashcam are fully inserted and making good 

contact before applying the tape.   Once the wires are properly connected, you will hear an 
®

audible beep from the IRO  Dashcam. You will also see the green light indicating the unit is

powered on.  If this doesn’t happen, check your wiring to make sure the pins have good contact 

with the car power connector and the wires are not loose. 
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Installation video

Installation Video 
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We strongly recommend that you see our installation video before installing.

Please scan the following QR to watch the installation video.



Installation Steps

Before installing

During installation, be careful when 

removingthe plastic shell from the

mirror. You don’t want to slip and

hit your arm on thedashboard.

Use both hands to remove the plastic shell

from the mirror base. You may have to apply 

downward pressure to remove it.

To remove the power connector, press it in. 

The power connector will spring out and is 

easily removed.

See pages 3-5 for proper wiring. Apply wires using diagrams provided on 

pages 3-5.
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Installation Steps

Once the wiring is completed, you will 
®

hear the IRO  Dashcam emit a beep 

and see a red light.  This indicates 

proper wiring.

Use the provided tape strips to hold the 

wires in place. This will prevent the wires

from separating.  Wrap the tape around 

the wires to hold them together.

Plug the power connector back into the

socket from which it was removed.

®Align the IRO  Dashcam to the mirror 

base aligning the plastic hooks.

Firmly press the camera into place making 
sure all four of the plastic hooks are fastened. 

®The IRO  Dashcam should fit snugly as if 
it were the original shell.  Insert the TF card. 
A class 6 TF card is recommended.

Congratulations!  Your installation is
complete.  Please be sure to keep the
original shell which you removed.  
This will allow you to move the camera 
to another vehicle in the future and 
put your original shell back in place.
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Operation



Operation

 Button 2 & blue light

Button 1 & red light

Button 3 

TF card slot
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CPL

CPL
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Rotaing the polarized lens,observing the image of your smart phone until the

inverted reflection of something white becomes smallest,even disappeared.



The  is rotatable, adjusting to the suitable angle.CPL
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CPL
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CPL

Reflection almost disappesred 

when CPL rotate to suitable angle



 Operation
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Connect with your cell phone

After the recorder is turned on, the system will launch a wifi signal, 

such as IRO_xxxxxxxxx, in the system select this wifi on your smart phone, 

enter the initial password: 12345678, you can build a wifi connection with 

the machine.

Note that some Android phones automatically detect whether WiFi is connected 

to the Internet when connecting to a WiFi. Because the WiFi of the dashcam is 

not connected to the Internet, the phone may indicate that WiFi is not available. 

Please ignore this prompt and keep the connection.

Install APP

Scan the QR code with your mobile phone to install the APP. 

Or in the Apple store search: Lerccenker  or  Luckycam. 

Search in Google play: Lerccenker  or  Luckycam.

iOS version Android version 



6.  App Main Interface

 Mobile phone time

Video length

Video Resolution

Remaining recording time

Time Watermark

video files

Menu area

(Touch screen blank activated)

RECORD MODE

 system settings

Photo Mode

ON/OFF video
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Operation



Instant streaming video size

Video Resolution

Loop video cycle min

video quality

Video exposure compensation

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

date stamp

Archives sorting

microphone

Motion Detection

language language

time setting OFF

OFF

ONAutomatic video

Automatic video

standard-definition television

WiFi setting

default setting

message

storage space

software version

model name

The camera firmware version

as regards

Operation

7. System Settings
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Operation

8.   File Management Interface

Photo files

Video file
Recorder end file

Mobile client file

Click here to download the 

file to the phone

Clicking on the filename to

play video
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Product specification

Imaging element

Lens Wide Angle lens/6G/F1.8 aperture

The lens wide Angle Level 138°

Video coding

Video Resolution

Memory card type TF card (maximum support 64 GB FAT32 format)

External power supply

Built-in power supply Super-capacitor

Dimensions

Machine weight

Operating temperature

H.264

1920×1080 30FPS

DC12V

108×78 66× mm

106g

-20°C~70°C

CMOS(Sony323)
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Memory card
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Note: Tesla and Model S are registered trademarks of Tesla Inc
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